Understanding the Laws of Manifestation
We are Shaltazar, the Gavish Banenu. The energy of 33, the Master Teacher and We have
come forth at this time to bring you Divine Wisdom. We are with you Now and Forever. Of
course We have explained many times that it is in your wanting to know the wisdom that you so
desperately seek, that it will not be found. Not permanently lost because that wisdom is always
available to you. You are merely disconnected from it. There is a part of you that has all the
answers, always did and always will. But just answers will not help you get what you want. It is
wisdom that will allow you to get what you desire, what you search for, what you truly want. But
to receive, no, to get in touch with that wisdom, you must find it in experience. For it is not
knowledge that will set you free. No, answers that come from facts only create more confusion
within the human form. Wisdom can liberate you, but first you must learn to experience deeply,
with great reflection, in order to receive this True Wisdom. It is experience that brings forth
wisdom, not knowledge. So We say to you all, go forth and experience. Go forth and allow your
doing to be your greatest teacher. There is no need to think and think more of what it is you can
or should or might do. No, simply do. Do as God Does. Do from the place of allowing, from the
place of knowing. And to do so, you must not agonize or fret, or worry, or have doubts about
your doing. You must also learn to let go of all, and We repeat, all judgment of your doing.
You see there is NO doing and We repeat, NO doing that is wrong or bad. You have caused
yourself much struggle because you judge your doing. Just Do and Be content with it. Always be
content with the results of your doing. For it is in the experience of doing that you can connect to
the wisdom that will set you free. We watch on as so many of you search and seek and struggle
to find the RIGHT way, the correct way, thinking that if you get it right you will get what you want.
But you see even Source created things It wanted to be different. But It did not judge them as
wrong. Instead It continued to do and do and do some more until the results were more
satisfactory. Doing is an important part of creation.
We have told you before that there are two components to creation. One from the feminine the
yin, the dreaming, the imagining, the contemplation of what is to be created. And then there is
the masculine, the yang, the doing, or making, or producing. It is in this component where action
is required. When the Great Creator, God creates the yin and the yang are One. For God is
always One. But for human beings the vibration has been slowed down so it appears that there
are two. You have been told that as above so below and that is true. That which is One can
actually be two when the vibratory energy is slowed down enough. So in the physical plane
where you exist the two aspects required for creation are more prominent. They even appear
separate. But for manifestation to work more easily and effortlessly it is important to not allow
the “two” aspects of creation to be so separate. The more you can allow them to feel as One, the
smoother creation becomes.

What We are saying is try not to allow your imagining, your dreaming, your desiring which often
feels so light, so fluffy, so happy, so joyous, to be any different (separate) from your doing, from
your actions. You believe that which comes from the yang, from the masculine needs to have
structure, order and discipline. Once again We point out that if that action is not judged, if results
cannot be wrong or right, if you are prepared to allow your actions to feel light, fluffy, happy and
joyous, you will begin to see creation occur much easier. It is the struggle, the pushing, the need
to, the shoulds that actually make creation more onerous and in actual fact slow down the
process. When you learn to practice allowing the masculine, the yang, the doing, to be as
enjoyable as the imagining, the dreaming, the desiring, then you will find that creation occurs
with greater ease.
Putting effort into something need not feel like hard work, need not feel onerous or difficult or a
struggle. Have you ever noticed that when you do something that feels good, that feels
enjoyable, that feels light, you seem to have so much more energy? Have you ever noticed
when your doing feels good you are able to accomplish so much more? Have you ever
considered that it is your obsessive mind that makes your doing so difficult, so onerous, so
challenging? So why is this the case? It is because the mind never does. It thinks about doing,
but the mind is not capable of acting, only you can. Your doing does not come from your
conditioned mind. Your mind merely reflects back to you what you have been taught, what you
experienced. Often you allow your conditioned mind to direct your action. What if you were
taught that doing does not have to be evaluated, does not have to be judged? What if you were
taught that your doing is always perfect just the way it is. That is what God believes. God does
and loves whatever the result of Its doing is. Source loves all and We repeat all of Its creations.
There is not one single creation that God has generated that It does not love and cherish. What
if you could learn to do the same? What if your mind did not judge your doing? What if all that
you did was not only good enough, but was great? What if your mind was trained to believe that
you could not do wrong as long as you simply did your best? What if the doing was more
important than the result? What if your mind became your biggest fan instead of the greatest
critic of that doing?
So if you wish to allow creation to be easier and more effortless for you, then consider retraining
your mind. Stop judging and second-guessing your doing. Simply allow yourself to do from a
place of unconditional love, not from a place of fear and judgment. When the mind is more
supportive of your doing, your creations will come easier and also faster. Stop allowing your
mind to deter you from having all that you dream of. The thoughts that come from your mind
have a vibration, an energy as does everything. That thought vibration creates a feeling
vibration. And although some may think that it is the feeling that creates the thought that is
irrelevant for this conversation. You see feelings create and there is no doubt that your thoughts
affect greatly your feelings. Negative, judgmental thoughts create feelings of doubt and often
despair. Those feelings prevent what you are taking action on, from becoming that which you
truly wish for. And so you do, and do and do some more, but your actions often do not make
your creation come alive the way you want it to. And thus you “think” you need more action,
harder effort, for your creation to become a reality. But that is not the case. It is not the amount
of action that makes your creation come alive. It is how you feel about your action, your doing
that has the greatest effect. It is not what you do as much as how you feel about what you are
doing that has the greatest impact on your creations. Learn to feel the vibration of your doing. Is
your doing easy, fun, enjoyable, or is it difficult, tiring, onerous and challenging?
The sooner you allow your doing to feel good, to feel light, to feel fun and to feel enjoyable, the
sooner manifestation will come to you more easily and faster.
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